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Source: Central Bank of Cyprus, CyStat, European Commission (2020-2021 forecasts)

The shock of COVID-19: an abrupt end to recent growth? … 

Forecasts

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Q4 Q4 Q4 Q4 Q4 Q3 Q4

▬ GDP growth (Y-o-Y change) (0,9) % 3,3 % 6,0 % 3,7 % 3,8 % 3,5 % 3,2 % (7,4) % 6,1 %

▬ Unemployment rate 16,0 % 12,7 % 12,8 % 10,1 % 7,6 % 6,7 % 6,3 % 8,6 % 7,5 %

▬ NPL ratio 47,8 % 45,8 % 47,2 % 43,7 % 30,3 % 28,8 %
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Situation Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These observations are reinforced in the next few slides
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… Against a backdrop of high private sector debt and NPLs 

Source: Central Bank of Cyprus, European Banking Authority

High NPLs and excessive private sector debt remain the main 
sources of risk for Cyprus (CBC)

Cyprus continues to have significant macroeconomic imbalances, 
primarily high stocks of private debt and NPLs (European 
Commission)

*including loan portfolios sales, the 
NPL ratio will be closer to 50%

Private Sector Debt to GDP %

Situation Overview
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Non-Financial Corporations are the backbone of the local economy …

8%
9%

83%

GVA

Source: Cystat, European Commission (2019)

99,9% of enterprises 
are very small, small 
and medium in size

5% 8%

87%

Employment
Financial and
insurance activities

Public
administration and
defence

Non-financial
corporations

92,9%

6,1% 0,9%

39%

25%

20%

16% Micro (0 - 9)

Small (10 - 49)

Medium-sized (50 - 249)

Large (250+)

EmployeesNo. of 
enterprises

Situation Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SME sector makes up 84% of employment provided by the non-financial corporation sector
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… the SME sector remains particularly problematic 

Source: Central Bank of Cyprus
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Situation Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Had it not been for the recent portfolio sales, the NPLs ratio for SMEs would be closer to 50%
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Negative  
demand  
shock  

(domestic)

Households Government

Financial  
Sector

Trading Partners

Wages, Salaries, etc.

Tax Payments  
Decline

Transfers  
Increase

Tax Payments  
Decline

Govt.
Purchases

Savings

Investments

Payments for Imports Payments for Exports

Negative  
demand  
shock  

(global)

Labor layoffs,  
reduced hours,  etc.

Bankruptcies
Businesses

Worldwide  
supply chain  
disruptions

Store closures, delivery restrictions, travel bans, etc.
Discretionary Spending, Non-discretionary

Spending

Negative Wealth  
EffectSource: KPMG

Business failure has a multiplier chain effect on the economy: loss of 
employment, reduction in household disposable income, trade credit losses, 
bank losses, state losses (taxes, duties etc), reduction in investment activity

COVID-19 disruption: a complete breakdown of the economic circuit …
The effects of COVID-19
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Debt Amplifies Growth Through All Channels of
Growth

Debt Amplifies Contraction Through All Channels of the
Economy

GROWTH DECLINE

… Amplified by the high level of debt

Source: KPMG

The effects of COVID-19
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… with varying degrees of risk exposure on industry sectors
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“HARD RESET”

Industries/companies which struggle to recover 
from  COVID due to “permanently” lowered 

demand for  offerings, insufficient capital to ride 
out extended  recession, and/or poor execution of 

digital  transformation.

“SURGE”

Industries/companies which scale post-COVID as  
consumer behavior that was altered during the crisis is  
sustained in their favor. Investors sense their potential 

to  lead and provide capital to scale aggressively 
during  recovery.

“MODIFIED BAU”

Industries/companies seen as daily 
essentials  will suffer effects of the consumer 

shutdown  recession but will recover more 
quickly as  consumer demand returns in 

similar volumes.

• Airlines (carriers and
manuf.)

• Brick and mortar retail
• Higher education
• Energy

• Online retail
• Tech, Media, Telecom
• Food delivery
• Tele-medicine

• Asset
management/PE

• Life Sciences/Pharma
• Interaction platforms
• Streaming media

• Hotels
• Restaurants
• Entertainment

venues

• Banking
• Consumer

goods

• Agriculture
• Transportation

“TRANSFORM TO RE-EMERGE”

Industries/companies who will recover but along 
a  protracted path requiring reserves of capital to  

endure and transform operating models to 
emerge  stronger and more in line with changed 

consumer  priorities.

• Travel and Leisure
• Automotive (bias to electric)
• Durable goods
• Other Industrial

Manufacturing

• Professional Services
• Insurance
• Healthcare
• Real

estate/Construction

REACT
• Liquidity
• Customer service
• Supply chains

Every firm must triage  then 
prepare for the  likely 

recovery path for  their
sector

Source: KPMG

The effects of COVID-19
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The key business challenges of COVID-19 

Business / Operating Models
• Breakdown of conventional delivery channels
• Supply chain disruption
• Inflexible processes and structures
• Inadequate corporate governance structures

Funding
• Lack of liquidity buffers
• Over-leveraged
• Capital-debt imbalances
• Tax, other state and trade credit obligations overdue

Planning
• Lack of up-to-date, reliable financial information
• Absence of planning: financial projections, cash flow forecasting, profit vs cash focus
• No contingency and business continuity planning
• Ill-planned communications and relationships with key stakeholders (banks, clients etc.)

The effects of COVID-19
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Investigate the unfamiliar

Discover new opportunities 
and create own future

Re- invent products / services

Re-profile operating and 
business models

Test possibilities

Explore the uncommon

“Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change” [Stephen Hawking]

Only the fittest and more adaptive will survive

A new business paradigm? The new norm will be the abnormal
The new reality

Rapid 
disruption

Volatility Uncertainty
Rapid 

changes, 
upheaval

The 
abnormal 
is here to 

stay
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Emerging themes – key success factors for the new reality

1

2

3

4

5

Critical reassessment of operating and business models, challenge the status quo modus 
operandi and key business assumptions, re-configure operations, re-invent income streams, 
transform the cost base for more efficiency, explore outsourcing activities / managed services

Outward-looking, with an open eye to the rapid evolution of markets and competition: rapid 
changes in demand patterns, new customer expectations and behaviours leading to a re-design 
/ re-positioning of service propositions and pricing and customer journeys

Alternative delivery channels and supply chains, e-commerce

Increased utilisation of technology, data analytics, need for a digital strategy

Agility, flexibility, adaptation: new structures, processes, remote / flexible work 

6

Corporate governance, responsibility and accountability: transparency, product and 
organisational health and safety, more attention to quality and reliability, ethical and communal 
responsibility, clear and honest communications, managerial / BoD obligation to safeguard the 
viability of the business

The new reality
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Emerging themes – key success factors for the new reality

7

9

Stakeholder relationship building (banks, clients, suppliers, workforce), strategic alliances and 
collaborations, possible M&A activity, market consolidation 

Cash vs profit focus, access to cash liquidity, building safety buffers, actively managing 
working capital and liquidity, proactive management of debt and capital, comprehensive 
preventive debt restructuring and debt de-leverage

8
Diligent planning discipline, up-to-date financial information, modelling, forecasting, stress 
testing, contingency and business continuity planning, expert advice, early warning tools, 
rigorous and reliable monitoring, reporting feedback and re-adjustment mechanisms

The new reality
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Diligent Strategic Planning = Resilience

Monitoring, reporting, re-
assessment, re-adjustment

Metrics, KPIs, dashboards

Information collation, 
analysis, assessment

Planning: action and step 
plans, forecasting, stress 
testing, contingency plans

This is the 
only way to 

re-invent 
the future!

Strategic planning for recovery and staying relevant in the new reality

Consultation / expert advice

The new reality

Execution and communication



Thank you

Rennos Ioannides
renos.ioannides@kpmg.com.cy
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